H URUNUI C OLLEGE
P RINCIPAL ’ S S UMMARY
Welcome to the end of Term 2 2019,
and the midpoint of our school year. As
is always the case, the term has been
very busy and has simply flown by. For
many of our students and staff, the
build-up to the full school production
of “Shrek The Musical Jr” has
dominated the horizon, and if you took
the chance to see the production you
will agree with me that all cast and
crew deserve full congratulations for
putting on such an inclusive and
fantastically entertaining performance.
We could not be more proud of all of
their efforts, it really was amazing.
I would also like to take the
opportunity to directly thank Philip
Biddlecombe, Jenni McQuillan and
Sarah Cassidy for their tireless efforts
in steering the production from start to
finish. A massive thank you must also
go to all the parents who have acted as
a taxi service during both the build-up
and performances and have managed
over excited and tired children,
especially during the performance
week. You all have done a fantastic job
and we couldn’t do it without you.
To add to the pressure of this term we
also had our Kapahaka group perform
as part of the Canterbury Area Schools
Kapa Haka festival. Once again our
school performed exceptionally. We
must thank Chris Toki, Jenny Banks,
William Harnett and Beau McKay for
working with the Kapahaka group and
creating a fantastic performance. We
must not forget that all this all goes on
while teaching and learning continues
to happen in the classroom. We are
very lucky to have such a talented and
committed group of staff and students.
Ka mau te wehi!
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The news dominating education has
been around the recent industrial
action and contract negotiations. This
was highlighted by Area Schools
participating in strike action for the
first time in close on 20 years and one
of the first times we have heard Area
Schools being mentioned alongside our
Primary and Secondary comrades for a
very long time. What has dominated
the media coverage has been the
increase in pay and allowances being
offered, but less focus has been placed
on the additional support provided to
address workload and develop a high
trust model of employment that has
been eroded away over the past two
decades. Moves to lessen the burden of
appraisal for teachers is positive, but
we will still need to ensure we
maintain a robust mechanism to
address underperformance in the
sector. The inclusion of an accord to
reduce workload and better support
teachers is a positive step forward by
the Ministry. There have been some
grumblings that teachers are simply just
grabbing the money and running and
have folded on issues such as better
support within special education
services and reducing class sizes. There
needs to be an understanding that
teachers can only vote for what is
contained in their contracts and they
have used recent industrial action to
highlight wider issues in the education
sector. Many of the other issues raised
relate to Ministry policy, not collective
agreements and hopefully, we are
beginning to see shifts being made
outside of the bargaining to address
these broader concerns.

K EY D ATES ,

TERM

3

22 Jul:

Term 3, first day
Full School Assembly

25 Jul:

Year 1-8 Turbo Touch
every Thursday until 8 Aug

30 Jul:

Exploring Student Led
Conferences
Investigating Parents Evening

2 Aug:

Year 1-7 Assembly
Year 7-13 Ski Trip (ppd 9 Aug)

2 Aug:

Year 1-7 Assembly
Year 1-7 Hockey

15 Aug: Year 4-7 Speech Finals
19 Aug: Year 8-13 Speech Finals
23 Aug: Mid Term Assembly
Year 1-7 Hockey
27 Aug

HPSSA 7 Aside (ppd 29 Aug)

30 Aug

Teacher Only Day, school closed

6 Sep:

Year 1-7 Hockey

7 Sep:

CASA Combined Formal

13 Sep:

Year 1-7 Assembly

24 Sep:

Discovery Student Led
Conferences

27 Sep:

Term 3, last day
Full School Assembly
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P RINCIPAL ’ S S UMMARY CONT

Will the increases in salary actually make
any difference and go some way to reducing
the teacher shortage in New Zealand? The
offers haven’t gone far enough to create
parity with our closest OECD partners but
they may go some way towards keeping
competent teachers in the classroom,
attracting quality teachers back to the
profession and making the profession
marginally more attractive for school leavers
and university graduates.
The addition of a top pay scale is admirable
but more critical is the lift in the base salary
for new teachers and allowing them to see
the job as a valued and viable occupation
into the future. Sadly passion and wanting to
make a difference doesn’t pay a mortgage.
Next up is the Area School Principals
contract negotiations, sadly I feel any strike
action by this group might go unnoticed by

most across the country. But if you do see
me standing out on the Hawarden
roundabout with a placard I would
appreciate a friendly toot and that you drive
around me rather than over me.
We look ahead to a Term 3 with fewer
disruptions and no major events on the
school calendar. The days gradually
becoming longer and the early signs of spring
won’t be far around the corner.
I wish our 7 Area School Sports
Representatives all the best as they head
away to Rotorua next week and I am sure
they will have an enjoyable time away and
represent the school with enthusiasm and
pride.
Ngā mihi nui,
Stephen Beck
Principal - Tumuaki
Hurunui College

D ISCOVERY L EARNING C OMMUNITY
W HERO C LASS : L EARNING T HROUGH P LAY

Frank, Stanley and Jens’s Maimai. This grew
over the week and even had a TV with an
aerial in it.

In Learning Through Play, we had lots of
construction happening ranging from lego
and domino buildings to Maimais in the garden. The imagination that the children have
is brilliant and they feed off each other to
come up with new ideas.

What is incredible is the amount of time
reading, writing and maths is being included in
their play situations.

Cassie’s dog kennel, with Indy and Mollie’s
in the background.

P AGE 3

D ISCOVERY L EARNING C OMMUNITY

The girls have made a trap for the Wacky Witch,
Sum Snake and Knight Adder.
It has a slippery lake, poisonous food and chocolate
milk, trap in the tree with a rope, electric wire and
a portal. They are determined that they want to see
these characters when they sneak into class.

ED

THE

T ED ' S G RANDMA

Billie’s brilliant maths which she did on her own (left).
Mollie’s answer to Sum Snake (right)

COMES TO VISIT

Kakariki's classroom teddy bear,
Ed the Ted has a Grandma who
we write to and she replies with
a letter or a parcel. Sometimes
she comes to visit us at school.
We love seeing Ed's Grandma
because she gives us big hugs and
does activities with us. This time
we told Ed's Grandma our Little
Red Riding Hood story as a class
with actions and some of us read
to her.

W AIPOROPORO - O UR P ASSION P ROJECT
This term Waiporoporo has spent a lot of
Topic time on our Passion Project. This is a
topic the children choose to research, write
about and present using a medium of their
choice. It carries over into our literacy
programme and works on developing a
number of skills. The children have been
super enthusiastic about their topics as they
get to talk about things they love. They will
be presenting them over the last week of
term. There have been a number of
interesting creations and some original ways
of presenting to the class.

P AGE 4

W AIPOROPORO K' NEX
K'nex is a big part of Waiporoporo downtime and as the year goes on some
incredibly sophisticated creations are being produced. Unofficial competitions are
held on a regular basis. Winners are who have built the tallest, fastest, most
resilient, craziest looking but still functional structures, and the list goes on.
Winners don't tend to stay on top for long as other competitors go back to the
drawing board to modify their designs in order to be the one to beat. I have been
astounded at the sophistication, the creativity, designing, testing and perseverance
of the students. Most of all they are having a ball.

AGE 4
EPXPLORING
L EARNING C OMMUNITY

E PRO 8 C HALLENGE
May 30 2019. 3 teams entered the
Epro8 engineering and science
challenge in Amberley. The challenge
requires teams to complete as many
tasks as they can in 2 1/2 hours and
earn points. They are competing
against other schools in the area and are
not allowed any support or help from
adults. Our 3 teams all choose to create
an elevator. The year 7/8 team of
Ollie, Rowan, William M and Andrew
created working electronics that
enabled the lift to ride up and down
with a press of a button. The year 5/6
team of Shea, Connor, Leon and Will
created a 2m tall elevator shaft! The

E XPLORING C AMP
This term, from 22 to 24 May,
Exploring Learning Community
went on camp to Woodend.
We love Woodend Camp as it
is close to the beach and has lots
of fun things to do. By the end
of our camp we had challenged
ourselves and learned new skills
on the climbing wall, go karts,
flying fox, aerojump, team
building, archery, rifle shooting
and orienteering. In our free
time we were able to do some
really cool activities like the
giant waterslide, trampolines,
mini golf and - our favourite the Gaga dodgeball pit. We also
spent some time on the beach.
Next year we are off to Arthur's
Pass.

AT

W OODEND

final year 5/6 team of Sophie T, Harry G,
Bailee and Emma had an immaculate
workspace whilst building their elevator
and managed to secure first place! They
will go on to compete in Kaiapoi next term
against other schools. A great morning of
fun and exciting challenges.

I NVESTIGATING L EARNING C OMMUNITY

P AGE 5

P OLITICAL P ARTY B ROADCAST
Over the past term, Year 8 and 9 have been looking at systems of
Government and in particular, the New Zealand Government. They
have been learning about how Political Parties, form and operate and
what they do in order to get elected. The students formed themselves
into Political Groups and set out on the campaign trail, producing;
posters, adverts and brochures. Chosen leaders from each party also
spoke to the senior school as well as Year 7 prior to a ‘mock election.’
The election was held during week 9. A polling booth was set up in
room 16 ½ and two Returning Officers ensured all voting was done
correctly. Mr Harnett then counted all the votes.
Last Friday Year 8 and 9 gathered to hear the results. There was not an
overwhelming majority, so the two main parties had to canvas the other groups that got over 5% of the vote, to try and
form a coalition. The winner was the ‘People Matter’ party with Maddie Brinsdon as leader.

Y EAR 8 S PEECHES
This term, the Year 8 class focused on persuasive writing in literacy, which culminated in speeches in Week 9. For the
topic, students chose one hobby, sport, or similar pastime they enjoy and attempted to convince the class to take this
activity up themselves. The topics ranged from sports, to music, to pets, and many more. All speeches were written and
presented to a high standard that all students can be proud of. E tino pai! (Neve Cassidy, below left)

Y EAR 10 S OCIAL S TUDIES
In Year 10 Social Studies we have been
focusing on careers and life after school, such
as Uni or work. We have learnt how to
budget our money and how to manage our
income efficiently while making
compromises to keep us away from debt. At
the commencement of the topic we were all
given booklets. They helped give us a
thorough idea on what we all will eventually
go through. Inside the booklets were
templates which each of us used to write a
C.V. Writing these as well as our budget and
career/study information page about what
our desires are gave us a realistic perspective
for the future. Miss Ross invited Anna Clark
and Elysia Churchwood (both previous
Hurunui College students) into our class and
we also had a wicked skype call with a very

intelligent vet, Dr Emily Ryder. They all
very kindly spoke to us about how their
lives have changed and transitioned since
high school and the different paths they
took to get where they are. Anna Clark is
currently starting her Masters Degree at
Otago University, we wish her all the best
with this! It was also great to have Beth
Hicks, Amber Sowden, Crystal Reed and
Jake Topp, who are current Year 11
students come into class and tell us all
about their experiences with Year 11 and
NCEA Level 1 so far. A huge thank you to
Miss Ross for providing us with the
awesome subject and outlook!
Written by Ebony Varnam and Hannah
Evans.

S OCIAL M EDIA D EBATE
The proposition that social media might be harmful to our wellbeing was
strongly argued by two teams in a lunchtime debate on 20 May. The debate
was judged by our local Member of Parliament, Mr Stuart Smith and our
deputy mayor, Mrs Marie Black. Both teams presented strong and interesting arguments with the judges deciding that the negative team (Katie Gunn,
Ebony Varnam and Tahlia Beck) were more convincing than the affirmative
(Bradley White, Morgan Bailey and Roddy Murchison). The negative did not
have it all their own way with Roddy Murchison being judged the best
speaker. Well done to all.

APSPIRING
L EARNING C OMMUNITY
AGE 6

P AGE 6

O UTDOOR E DUCATION S CUBA D IVING
Throughout Semester 1 the Outdoor Education
class were given the option to complete snorkel
skills or a PADI Open Water Dive course. We
had 5 students opt in to the PADI course which
meant they were going to complete an
internationally recognised SCUBA Diving
qualification. Over the duration of Semester 1
these students completed online learning, a day of
skills in school pool, then they had to complete 4
dives in the sea. We were lucky enough to get
involved with Dive Kaikoura so headed up there
late in Term 1 to complete the course.
Unfortunately we only managed to get one day in
due to weather so went back on the 1st of May to
get fully certified. With a water temperature of
about 12 degrees the students got set and took on
their final 2 dives and had their paper work signed
off. Congratulations to Mackenzie, Briar,
Georgia, Caleb, and Luke who are now officially
Open Water Certified Divers.

Y OUNG E NTERPRISE S CHEME P ITCH
June 14 2019.The Rural Comms company had their first dragons den
pitch. This was held in front of a small audience and a group of judges at
Christs College.
Congratulations to Beau McKay who has been selected as one of
eight students from NZ to go to Argentina, these holidays, as part of
the Latin America Centre of Asia-Pacific Excellence (LA CAPE)
business challenge in association with YES. Students were selected
based on their passion for business, interest in learning about another
culture and developing their confidence and global perspective.

S POON C HALLENGES , Y R 13 S VS S TAFF
Throughout Term 2 we have continued the friendly Wooden Spoon challenges
between the common room and the staff room. This has seen an early Netball
Challenge where the staff were able to claim victory leaving the year 13's with
the spoon. After some serious thought it appears the common room realised
they had a potential strength in target shooting as they have 3 members of the
schools team who have competed for the last 2 years. As the staff lined up for
the challenge the year 13's may have been nervous with the round 1 results
with all the teachers getting a higher score than Morgan. However as round 2
came along it was a different story and the common room took the win by
about 10 points. Following the recent defeat the staff put out the challenge for
a quiz at the Area Schools quiz night fundraiser. This time it was the staff who
may have been feeling the pressure as the common room were ahead on the
scoreboard after round 2. This however did not last long as the age and experience of the staff team kicked in and pushed them ahead to take the win comfortably. We look forward to Term 3 and the challenges that may be ahead.

P AGE 7

Y EAR 12/13 PE

A SPIRING L EARNING C OMMUNITY

CONT

TRIP

On Wednesday 5th June, Zarah, Jordan and Luke organised a trip
for a group of senior PE students to the Christchurch Adventure
Park. The trip was for their PE internal assessment, which involved
them organising an event to promote physical activity. Going to the
Adventure Park was a great opportunity and it gave them a good
insight into what it takes to organise an off-site trip. The bike tracks
tested their biking skills and next time they go back, they’d give the
intermediate tracks a go. Everyone was impressed with the facilities
at the Christchurch Adventure Park, especially the chairlift and the
quality of the tracks. Even though the weather was extremely cold,
everyone had a good time and stayed on their bikes! A big thanks to
Mr Ferguson who has put a lot of time and effort into getting our
school a set of mountain bikes and a bike trailer, they are a very valuable resource for the students in our school.

O UTDOOR E DUCATION
Throughout Term 2 the senior Outdoor
Education class have been out and about
around the Canterbury region every
Wednesday. We started the term off by
completing our PADI SCUBA dive
certificates and snorkelling credits in
Kaikoura in the fresh 12 - 14 degree water.
Since then we have begun mountain biking
which has taken us to Hanmer Springs,
MacLeans Island, and the Christchurch
Adventure Park. during these trips the
class have been working on basic riding
skills including using gears, cornering, and
body positioning. I would like to thank the
following groups for their support of the
last 2 years as we have developed the

Outdoor Ed course; Pub Charity Ltd,
Hawarden Waikari Lions, the Rata
Foundation and Hurunui College for their
help funding the schools 10 mountain bikes,
storage container and custom bike trailer,
along with Pushbikes Rangiora and
Cashmere Engineering for supplying and
constructing the bikes and trailer. In term 3
the class will continue with mountain biking
building fitness in the lead up to a final
multi day event. They will also look at some
camping and tramping trips to complete the
year with their final assessments. For more
information about what we offer please
contact Brendon Ferguson.

A RTS & C ULTURE
S MOKEFREE R OCK Q UEST
The school band Scoops (Yasmin Sparks,
Charlotte Cassidy, Beau McKay, Campbell
Shepherd and Dylan Curtis) performed their
song at the Smokefree Rockquest at the
Aurora Centre. It has been a few years since
Hurunui College has had a group perform
and I am pretty sure that I was more nervous
than them. However, they got up and they
performed to a large crowd and competing
against huge opposition demonstrated that
Hurunui College has some amazing talent.
Mr P Biddlecombe

NCEA P ERFORMANCE E VENING
The NCEA music students held their first performance of the year at Rangiora
New Life. The students have been rehearsing their items from the beginning
of the year, and this was one of two performances that they will have to do.
With a few hiccups during the day, mainly concerning broken stirings, the
students pulled off a stellar performance. The highlight for me was seeing
some students who have struggled with their nerves battle them and really get
into the character of their song. A massive well done to all those involved.

A RTS & C ULTURE C ONT ...

P AGE 8

S CHOOL P RODUCTION , S HREK J NR
Opening night! The cast were fantastic. Over the last two terms they have been working tirelessly to create a
massively successful show. Special thanks and recognition needs to go to:
Sarah Cassidy, who as Director of the show had the vision to bring it all together.
Jenni McQuillan, who worked as Primary Director to bring all our Year 0 to 7 together for the show.
Viv McIntosh and her amazing costuming students, for making the costumes, with special mention to Brooke
McLean who hand made a large proportion.
Lewis Turner and Margaret Walker, for helping design the props and sets.
Beau McKay in charge of sound.
Daniel Topp in charge of lighting. It has been a long slog but the student demonstrated our school values in spades.
They demonstrated what we can do as a small rural school. P Biddlecombe, Musical Director

Waiporoporo had a
wonderful time in Shrek and had
the honour of being in the first
number. This also meant long
nights waiting to go out again at the
end. I was incredibly proud of how
the children performed and the
responsibility they showed off the
set. Well done to Hezekiah and Lily
for getting parts in the show.

Shrek Jr Primary Chorus Items. The Primary classes all did a
fantastic job performing in chorus scenes in the highly successful Shrek Jr production. Waiporoporo class started off the whole production with an awesome song
and dance saying farewell to little Shrek (Hezekiah) as he was sent away from home.
Kowhai were the fabulous fairy tale characters complaining about being sent away
from their home in Duloc in "Story of My Life". Karaka class were the wonderful
Duloc performers who sang and moved in a very orderly fashion with Lord Farquard. Whero and Kakariki classes combined to provide a delightful and magical
forest scene in Princess Fiona's "Morning Person" song. Lastly, Kikorangi class were
the very cool street dancers trying to get Shrek to "Make a Move". Congratulations
also to all of the primary students who had a part in the main cast. You all worked
extremely hard over the last two terms, and you all performed beautifully.
Miss McQuillan would like to say a huge thank you to all of the primary teachers
and learning assistants for their efforts. Also a big thank you to parents for helping
with costumes, make up, supervision and for supporting your children throughout
this amazing production. J McQuillan
This term Whero &
Kakariki class has had fun
learning the song and dance for our
part in Shrek Jnr. We have all enjoyed
dressing up in our costumes and
performing on stage (once we got over
the stage fright).

CASA K APA H AKA
June 12 2019. Despite a frenetic build up, and thanks to a lot of hard work from a number of people, especially the students,
CASA kapa haka was a rich experience for all. From the waiata on the bus trip to our heartfelt performance at RNLS there were
good vibes all round. This was a great opportunity to showcase all our hard work in a nurturing and supportive environment.
Hurunui College was well represented and received lots of praise and positive comments from audience members. The beautiful
harmonies of our singers and our stirring haka, Tika Tonu, were complimented by an outstanding display of taiaha, courtesy of
Phoenix Blackburn. With the support
of staff, parents, PTA and students this
was truly a whole school effort.
Special thanks to Beau McKay and his
standout leadership throughout this.
Ko te reo kia rere, ko te reo kia tika,
ko te reo kia Mãori. Let the language
flow, let the language be correct, let
the language be Mãori.
Chris Toki, TIC Mãori

S PORTS

P AGE 9

N EW Z EALAND A REA S CHOOLS T OURNAMENT

At the start of the term we took a large group
of students up to Murchison for the Area
Schools Nationals Trials. From our group of
11 students 7 were selected into teams to
represent the Top of the South at the National
tournament in July.

These students are; Dean Cottrell, Bill Bailey, Jacob Paton, Josh Evans,
Luke Sterne, Caleb Norton, and Tahlia Beck. The boys are all going for
Rugby and Tahlia will be playing Basketball at the tournament. This
year the tournament is being held in Rotorua meaning the team will be
going on a road trip and taking in some sites on the long journey north.
Mr Ferguson will be going with them to coach the Ki o Rahi team,
while Mr Beck will be supporting the Rugby team and selecting for the
New Zealand Area Schools Rugby Team. We also have an ex-student
Ashleigh Beck coming to coach the Girls Basketball with the assistance
of Paula Beck. The team, parents, and staff have been working hard
with fundraising events and would like to thank everyone in the
community for their support particularly those who attended or
supported the Quiz Night. Without your help this event would be
extremely costly and our students would find it difficult to represent
our area to a high standard. We wish them all the best and look forward
to the results and hearing if they make Island or Nationals Tournament
Teams.

H URUNUI C OLLEGE C ROSS C OUNTRY
Our school's Cross Country was held in ideal
conditions. Thanks to all the competitors
who gave it their best shot; that hill never
seems to get any easier!! Thanks to the
Power and Crean families for the use of their
property and the Hawarden Golf Course.
We appreciate having a 4km course available
so close. Congratulations to Bradley Turner a
new comer at our school who came 1st
overall boy home with a time of 19.09
minutes, followed closely by Caleb Spencer
and Josh Gunn. Our first overall girl home
was Ella Ferguson with a time of 20.40

followed by Sophie Thompson (Year 6 girl)
and Hayley Spencer. The Year 3 students
ran a 3km course with Jake Abbott taking
out top honours followed closely by Quinn
Anderson and Darcy Ramsay. Year 0-2
runners complete a 2km course and Jens
Grove, Frank Anderson and Patrick Frame
were the first three runners in. Well done
and thank you to all the parents who ran
with the children. Overall house points
from Cross Country are as follows:
Sumner 52, Taylor 49, Mason 43 and
Sheppard 39.

C ANTERBURY S ECONDARY S CHOOLS C ROSS C OUNTRY
On Tuesday 28th May we sent 5 students off to the Canterbury Secondary Schools Cross Country Championships at Ascott
golf course in Christchurch. We sent 3 year 9 students Ella, Caleb and Josh who all got to run against other year 9 students on
a 3km course. Ella finished in the middle of the girls field placing 29th out of 59. Josh and Caleb placed 47th and 52nd out of
65 respectively in the boys field. We also had Byron and Bradley Turner competing in the U19 Boys race placing 49th and
50th respectively which was a tough race considering they are currently 15. Well done to these students and given their efforts we will look to send a team again in the future. Thanks to Gwen Turner for transporting and looking after the students
on the day.

S PORTS

CONT ...

P AGE 10

J UNIOR C ROSS C OUNTRY
Some of Kakariki's Recounts of our School Cross Country

I came third place, Frank came second and
Jens came first. My Mum and Dad came to
watch me. I went so fast and I bet Pippa
too. Patrick

I was nervous. I ran as fast as I could. I
ran with Miss JJ. I had fun running fast.
I finally got there. I got a drink at the
end. I felt proud of myself. Kyana

At Cross Country I ran fast. My mum
ran with me. I like Cross Country.
Mason

H URUNUI Z ONE C ROSS C OUNTRY
May 28 2019. Hurunui took a great
selection of children to attend this year's
zone cross country. These were selected
from the top finishers in each year group
from our school cross country. The
weather was lovely in Waikari and the
children all did their best. The Year 7
boys did well with both Andrew Fincham coming 5th and Kyle Searle 6th
meaning they are both progressing
through to the next stage. Samuel
Dobbs was our best runner of the day
with an impressive 2nd in the Year 6

boys 2km. He was up there with first place
until the last 300m when his fantastic stamina
just couldn't keep up anymore. Hamish
Thompson came 4th in the Year 4 boys race
and Joshua Spencer, a late entry on the day,
came 5th. The year 4s do not progress
through to the next round but hopefully they
have the taste of success ready for next year.
Shea Kelly had a great race and narrowly
missed out on finishing in the top 6. Well
done to everyone and thank you to those who
joined Miss Brinsford's running club at lunch.
It definitely helped you achieve your best.

CCHS I NDOOR
T OURNAMENT
31 May 2019. This year we
took all Year 8-10 students to
compete in various sports.
Badminton and Basketball at
Cowles Stadium in Chch and
Volleyball at Rangiora New
Life. The students play mixed
grades and enjoy the fun of
meeting other Area School
students, some for the first
time. Thanks to the parents
who assisted with car pooling.

C ANTERBURY P RIMARY S CHOOL C ROSS C OUNTRY
June 19 2019. The Cross Country championships were held in ideal conditions, albeit a bit frosty, just what the runners
needed to keep them going at speed. Congratulations to Samuel Dobbs (Year 6 boy) who came 107/113, Kyle Searle
127/189 for Year 7 boys and Andrew Fincham 135/189 also for Year 7 boys. This is always a stiff competition as our students
don't tend to continue with any running from our own Cross Country or the Hurunui Cross Country that they are selected
from. Well done to you all for competing at this level.

S ENIOR B ASKETBALL
Year 9-13 students are given the opportunity to play in the Friday night basketball competition in Christchurch. This
competition runs from 10 May until end of August. This year we renamed the teams and have entered three teams, Hoggets,
Rams and Ewes. Thanks to our coaches and managers again, without you we would be unable to enter these teams.

N INA V ALLEY R ESTORATION G ROUP C ELEBRATES 10 Y EARS
Written by Kate Guthrie, published in Predator NZ.
The Nina Valley Restoration Group is 10 years old this season and in those 10 years, the Years 7 to 13 students from Hurunui
College who make up the group have learnt an impressive array of kiwi-handling skills.
The students not only know how to hold kiwi correctly and safely (those legs are strong!) – they’ve actively taken part in
translocation projects, working alongside DOC rangers to capture Raroa (Great Spotted Kiwi) in Arthurs Pass for release in
the Nina Valley, near Hanmer Springs. Students even made some of the travel boxes that the kiwi were transported in.
“DOC have been really good about the students being hands on,” says Tim Kelly, the Hurunui College teacher who has
managed the group since its beginning. “They have trained the kids to use the telemetry gear to track kiwi, they show them
how to change transmitters and how to monitor the welfare of the kiwi. We’ve taken part in both Operation Nest Egg and
wild-to-wild transfers.”
Hurunui College is an area school in rural North Canterbury, with pupils ranging in age from 5 to 18 years (Year 0 to Year
13). Students need to be in Year 7 before they can attend the popular away weekends to Nina Valley without a parent, but
younger pupils can take part too if a parent is available join the trip.
“It’s mainly the older students,” Tim confirms. “Sometimes new or junior members will come with us as far as the hut, then
the more experienced students carry on up to check the traplines as far as the Nina Biv. Some kids are hanging out to reach
Year 7 so they can come with us.”
Weekend trips are held every 4 weeks or so to check the school’s 20km network of traplines, although the group is about to
take a 2-month break over winter. The work is extra-curricular, but related activities are also regularly incorporated into
classwork. Some students visited Lincoln University, for example, learning how to analyse the stomach contents of stoats they
had trapped.
“We’re always looking for research opportunities to test things for people,” says Tim, “Like carrying out lure tests or trialling
DOC-approved traps. We’re also keen to incorporate technologies into what we do – new trapping technology and new
telemetry.”
The school’s Electronic Possum Lures project is one current example of investigating new technologies and involves the
students designing and trialling electronic lures.
“The project has been developed during school time,” says Tim. “Students are learning about the design thinking process: they
start with a problem – we’re not catching enough possums – then come up with ideas and designs to solve the problem. They
then make prototypes, the best of which are reproduced and tested in a scientific manner in the bush.”
Tim believes in plenty of variety to motivate his students.
“We’ve tried a lot of different things, so it’s not just all donkey work,” he says. “We keep it interesting by doing different
things.”
The Nina Valley Ecoblitz was a joint project that Nina Valley Restoration Group organised in 2014 in conjunction with Lincoln
University and Department of Conservation.
“It involved 200 senior students from 15 different schools working alongside a huge number of ecologists and scientists in the
Nina Valley for 48 hours,” Tim explains. “They spent the weekend monitoring all the wildlife in the area and recording what
they found in a scientific way. The weekend was 100% free to students. We want to go back and do another follow-up
ecoblitz, but would need to find more funding first.”
Hurunui College students are also becoming more involved in environmentalism and sustainability.
“They’ve been working with ECAN (Environment Canterbury),” says Tim, “Making submissions on public policy and climate
change. ECAN has a strong policy of encouraging youth
involvement.”
Another, very recent partnership, is with the Kea Conservation
Trust.
“The Kea Conservation Trust have banded 4 kea in the Nina Valley
and fitted them with transmitters and we’ve just started working with
them to monitor those kea,” says Tim. “We may be working in other
valleys as well as Nina. We also have whio (blue ducks) in the Nina
Valley and we carry out river surveys and monitor the whio.”
More kiwi translocations are also likely to occur in the future. In the
meantime, students are continuing to monitor the success of the kiwi
which have already been translocated to Nina Valley. The birds have
settled, begun pairing up and it is hoped that kiwi chicks will be
growing up in Nina soon.
Students on a weekend trip beside public signage
explaining their Nina Valley restoration work.

P AGE 12

“At the moment our kiwi work has slowed,” says Tim. “We’re waiting for Arthurs Pass kiwi numbers to build up before we
carry out any more translocations.”
One of the benefits of being a school group is that there is always a steady flow of new volunteers from the junior school
reaching Year 7 and coming into the group.
“The older students move into leadership roles and once the younger students join, they’re motivated to stay on and get into
leadership too,” says Tim. “We’re also motivated by the fact that if we don’t do it, no-one will. DOC can’t afford to do
everything and in our area there are no other groups around who could take on a project this size.”
The hard work and achievements of Tim’s students hasn’t gone unnoticed. They’ve won a number of awards over the years,
including the Green Ribbon Supreme Award in 2014, have appeared in television news items and count Lou Sanson, Director
General of the Department of Conservation, as one of their strongest supporters.
Best of all, students get to hang out with DOC staff and university scientists on a regular basis, doing real, hands-on
conservation ranger work and getting up close and familiar with iconic New Zealand wildlife like the kiwi. It’s no wonder that
some of Tim’s former students have gone on to be conservation scientists and DOC rangers themselves.
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